
Science is facts; just as houses are made of stone, so science is made of facts; but a 
pile of stones is not a house, and a collection of facts is not necessarily a science.

- Jules Henri Poincare

Science is not belief, but the will to find out.
- Anonymous



Cartoon picture of an atom:



What element is this?

Number of protons = number of electrons = 6

Look up 6th element – carbon - C



Another example:

Z = 

Element?

N = 

A = 

Symbol?



Atoms or nuclei with same atomic numbers Z (i.e., the same chemical 
element) but different mass numbers A are called isotopes.

Example usage: “Uranium-238 and uranium-239 are both isotopes of uranium
and hence cannot be separated by using chemical reactions.”

How many protons in                     ?

How many electrons?

How many nucleons?

How many neutrons?

How many neutrons in                    ? 

U238
92

U239
92



1 m 0.001 m or 10-3 m
or 1 millimeter (mm) 

0.000001 m or 10-6 m
or 1 micrometer (    m)
or 10-3 mm

0.0000000001 m or
10-10 m or 0.1 x 10-9 m
or 0.1 nanometer (nm)

0.0000000000001 or
10-13 m or 100 x 10-15 m
or 100 femtometer (fm) or
100 fermis (fm)

www.wordwizz.com/pwrsof10.htm

µ



Note how often atomic weights are near integers



Z

N

1
1H 1

2H 1
3H

2
3He 2

4He
3
6Li

2
6He

4
7Be

3
7Li

4
9Be

Stable
Beta decay
Inverse beta decay



“Chart of the nuclides”



Three primary modes of radioactive decay: 

- alpha (     ) decay

- beta (     ) decay, inverse (      ) beta decay

- gamma (     ) decay

α

β− β+

γ



The solution to “too many neutrons”: beta ( ) decay

0-0 epn en++® +Inside the nucleus:

Upshot: neutron becomes proton (hence different element!) , electron and neutrino 
ejected with high energy, (electron anti)neutrino never heard from again, energetic 
electron is the beta radiation.

Example: ®Cs137
55

β−



One solution to “too many protons”: inverse beta (        ) decay.

00 enp en++® ++Inside the nucleus:

Upshot: proton turns into neutron (hence different element!), positive version of the
electron (the positron) and the (electron) neutrino go off with high energy, the neutrino
is never heard from again, energetic positron is the beta radiation.

Example: ®Na22
11

β+


